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Using the study guide 

∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ 

In Vital Harmony: Charlotte Mason and the Natural Laws of Education can be read and pondered without 

the need for additional study material. Those familiar with Charlotte Mason’s methods may consider 

the use of “questioning” to be supercilious (see the quote for Chapter 11), and prefer simply to 

narrate! However, Charlotte Mason herself did use study questions to amplify her own material (i.e. 

the Appendix in Parents and Children). In groups especially, I have found that having a few questions 

(not too many!) helps to open up discussion and keep it on track. As for the types of questions 

included: Karen Glass said in her study guide for Consider This that she “tried very hard to make sure 

they [were] synthetic questions,” and I have attempted to do the same. 

Additional reading is suggested from the original Parents’ Review magazine edited by Charlotte Mason.  

Quirks and Apologies 

I am a Canadian writing notes for an American book, which contains quotations from a British 

author of a hundred years ago. I have attempted to retain the American spellings used by the author, 

but my typing fingers may occasionally slip.  

The “way of the will” and “way of the reason” are sometimes capitalized, but as the book refers to 

them in lower case, I have also used that format. 

KG refers, obviously, to Karen Glass. 

Page numbers for In Vital Harmony are not given, as some of us are reading digital versions of the 

book. I have tried to locate quotes as accurately as possible. References to Charlotte Mason’s books 

are made by volume number (i.e. Home Education is Vol. 1) and by page. 
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Introduction 

∞∞∞ 

“If new ideas are sound, they will harmonize with the truths we understand…We will be able to 

choose wisely and have confidence in what we are doing as teachers when we know we are 

standing upon solid educational truths.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Understand why KG has recast Charlotte Mason’s principles in a format more workable for 

educators in our own century 

• Reflect on your own experience as a learner and educator, and state your expectations for 

this study 

• Gain familiarity with Charlotte Mason’s list of twenty principles 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. “Educational trends and fads tend to drive the practices of teachers and schools, making 

education seem like a frantic pursuit to keep up with something new.” Have you seen this to 

be true in your own lifetime? 

 

2. “The moment [education] frames a stereotyped creed represented by any given name or 

names of the past or present, she becomes formal and mechanical rather than spontaneous 

and living.” Many people have criticized “Charlotte Mason” educators for exactly this 

reason, and KG notes that “During her lifetime, Miss Mason deliberately refrained from 

attaching her name to the principles she espoused because she knew it would strangle fresh 

insight.”  

 

A) Do you describe yourself as a “Charlotte Mason” educator? Why or why not? 

 

B) If you are currently teaching in any context, where do you see yourself on the continuum 

from “frantic” to “peaceful?” 

 

C) What fresh insight, if any, are you hoping to gain from this study? 

 

3. Choose one or two of the twenty principles, and explain what you think they mean or how 

you put them into practice. If you are in a group, you might play “salad bowl” by printing 

them out, cutting them apart, and taking turns drawing them from the bowl to discuss, either 

with a partner or with the whole group. 
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Chapter 1 — The Principle Thing 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“This is the whole premise of [this] educational philosophy—that there are principles and that 

knowing and following those principles gives us as parents and teachers the best chance of 

succeeding in our endeavors. We may walk with confidence, run with endurance, and perhaps 

even fly.” (Karen Glass) 

“Whose we are and Whom we serve. Here we have at once the motive and the safeguard 

of parents…[He] who wilfully ignores the laws which regulate activity and development in every 

part of our being, is like him who puts to sea without rudder or compass, trusting to the winds of 

heaven to carry him where he would go. Whose we are—let us make the most and best of our 

children; Whom we serve—in order that their service may be of the worthiest.” (Charlotte 

Mason in The Parents’ Review) 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Understand how principles are revealed by action 

• Know the difference between personal and universal principles 

• Reflect on the benefits of adhering to universal principles in nature and in education 

• Identify the two essential educational principles  

 

Discussion Questions 

1. “There, there, get up, child,” she said heartily. “Of course I forgive you. I guess I was a little too 

hard on you, anyway. But I’m such an outspoken person. You just mustn’t mind me, that’s 

what.” (L.M. Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables) 

In this scene from Anne of Green Gables, Anne has just apologized (with much drama) for 

overreacting when Mrs. Lynde insulted her appearance. What are some “personal life 

principles” that Mrs. Lynde might believe she follows? Are they shown in her actions? 

 

2. What are the differences between personal and universal principles? We are given 

examples of universal laws in the natural world, which we either cannot bend, or, if we do, 

we pay the consequence. 

“Anybody can enact that murder shall not be punishable by death; nobody can enact that the 

swallowing of a tumblerful of prussic acid shall not be punishable by death.” (Dorothy L. 

Sayers, The Mind of the Maker) 

KG points out, however, that “when we adhere very closely to the laws of nature and adapt 

to them well, many extraordinary things become possible.” Can you think of examples, 

perhaps of inventions which were inspired by natural phenomena? 
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3. “In the same way that we automatically shape our behavior around the [natural] 

principles we know—gravity pulls and fire burns—so understanding the educational 

principles will allow us to act intuitively in our knowledge of them.” How can that thought 

help our anxieties about getting things “right” in child-raising and education? 

 

4. Print out a copy of the 20 “Abbreviated Principles.” (They are included on the last page of 

this study guide.) Mark or circle Principles 1 and 12, the two “primary…most 

essential…vital” principles; and draw a line between Principles 11 and 12. Try reading 

through the remaining principles as if they were written in response to the two “essential” 

ones. Which ones are the easiest for you to understand? Which are the most difficult? 

Write down any thoughts or questions that come to mind. (You will want to keep this as a 

reference for future chapters.) 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

A new educational departure. Parents’ Review, 1, 1890/91, pg. 69 

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR01p069NewEducationalDeparture.shtml 

 

  

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR01p069NewEducationalDeparture.shtml
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Chapter 2 — No Matter How Small 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“When we believe in mind—when we embrace the principle that children are born persons with 

lively minds—our educational efforts will be set on the right path.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Explore the meaning and implications of the principle Children are born persons 

• Understand the meanings of “spirit,” “mind,” and “brain” in Charlotte Mason’s terminology 

• Compare the “baby as oyster” viewpoint with that of “education does not produce mind” 

• Recognize that, along our uniqueness as individuals, we have a “shared personhood” 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. A) How do you describe your “self?” What makes a person a person?  

 

B) Does Artificial Intelligence change the way we view personhood? Can a machine take on 

human qualities? Does it then follow that a person is no different from a thinking machine 

with a body? 

 

2. Have you seen evidence of imagination and reason in very young children? Give examples. 

 

3. Why must education address the nonmaterial, spiritual aspect of people? How might 

“believing in mind,” and our view of personhood, affect the way we view and practice early 

childhood education? What about the education of older children? Teenagers and adults? 

Older adults? 

 

4. Can you explain “Children are born persons” or “People are persons” in one sentence? If 

you are working in a group, take a few minutes to write this out, and then share with one 

other person or with the group. 
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Chapter 3 — The Captain Idea 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“Forming relationships—learning to care about many things—is the object of education.” 

“…education should produce the warmth of interest and pleasure in the knowledge we meet.” 

 (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Understand the meaning and importance of the principle Education is the science of relations, 

especially the use of the word “relations/relationship”  

• Recognize Charlotte Mason’s three categories of knowledge 

• Compare synthetic/poetic/relational knowledge with its analytic/fragmented opposite 

• Reflect on the belief that “all knowledge…springs from a single source, and that source is 

God” 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. Choose one of these phrases and explain what it means to you: “It’s not rocket science.” 

“Blinded with science…” “Through the miracles of modern science…” “Under the 

microscope…” What did Charlotte Mason mean by “science?” 

 

2. Explain what it means to have a “relationship” with a person, or to “relate” to them. How 

does that apply to knowledge? 

 

3. KG says that “there are also relationships already in place. Nothing is completely isolated…it 

is our delight to discover the connections.” She also quotes John Muir’s saying about 

everything being “hitched to everything else in the universe.” Why is this understanding of 

“relations” important? Have you made any unexpected connections between seemingly 

unrelated subjects? 

 

4. A) In Elizabeth Enright’s novel The Saturdays, Miranda (Randy) goes to an art gallery to see 

“those French pictures Father was talking about.” While viewing the portrait of a young girl, 

she is interrupted by Mrs. Oliphant, who is a family acquaintance but for whom Randy has 

no special liking. Mrs. Oliphant tells Randy that she was the girl in the painting, and over the 

course of the afternoon (and a plate of petits fours), Randy hears the story of Mrs. Oliphant’s 

childhood kidnapping and her fortunate escape. When Randy goes home, she shares the 

cakes with her brother Rush, and gets him interested in befriending Mrs. Oliphant as well. 

Explain how this story illustrates the “science of relations.” 
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B)  In the same novel, Rush is planning to go to see the opera Siegfried. Elizabeth Enright 

spends the first part of the chapter having Rush explain the opera’s story to the handyman 

Willy. How does this show her skill as a writer for children? 

 

5. What are the limits of analysis as a form of knowledge?  Why is synthetic (relational, poetic) 

thinking to be preferred in many cases? Give examples of the way teachers using either 

philosophy might approach the following topics: a nature lesson about a pesky insect; a 

cooking lesson; a map lesson about an unfamiliar place.  

 

6. “Nothing intellectually true can be unspiritual.” This is another way of saying, “All truth is 

God’s truth.” Do you agree?  

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Conference Lessons, Class II, by K.M. Claxton. Parents’ Review, 26, no. 8, August 1915, pp. 569-573 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR26p569ConferenceLessons.shtml 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR26p569ConferenceLessons.shtml
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Chapter 4 — Finely Wrought Metal 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“The primary purpose of the second principle is to remind us that doing nothing is not a good 

idea.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Define “character” and “virtue” 

• Understand the purpose of Charlotte Mason’s second principle “[Children] are not born 

either good or bad…”  

• Recognize the essential role played by education in character development 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. What is character? It has been noted that the word character comes from a Greek word 

referring to a “stamping tool,” so that the word came to mean a defining mark, 

something which showed the distinctive qualities of a person. Good character is often 

used as a synonym for virtue, referring to someone possessing strong moral quality. If you 

look up virtue, you will see synonyms ranging from “respectability” to “nobleness,” and 

Charlotte Mason made no secret of her preference for the second definition.* “Having 

backbone” is a less formal description (though not to be confused with “stiff-necked”); 

and later on, we will see how it also relates to Charlotte Mason’s concept of the “way of 

the will.”  

 

*“It is by our Will that we shall be saved from that commonplace respectability which 

never errs, because every act conforms to the standard of general custom; not by choice 

of will, but in lazy imitation.” (CM, Vol. 4 Book II, p. 172) 

 

a) Write out your own working definition of character, or create a word-picture of 

someone possessing it. You might also think of a favourite Scripture or other 

quotation that sums up character for you. 

b) Can you think of historic or literary figures who may not have been morally perfect 

but who did develop strength of character (or backbone)?  

 

2. Is it true that character is not already established or predetermined at birth? Why is the 

principle “They are not born either good or bad, but with possibilities for good and for 

evil” meant as an educational rather than a theological statement? What responsibility 

does it place on those responsible for the training of children? 
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3. “We must find the way to instill the sound principles and offer him the right motivation 

for following them. When we recall [the two primary principles of education]…the task 

becomes a matter of helping a child to develop a love of virtue…This is work for a 

lifetime, and eventually each individual becomes responsible for himself” (KG, emphasis 

mine). Referring back to your definition of character and/or virtue, what are some ways 

that we can help develop that love and allow each child to begin to take responsibility for 

his or her own character? 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Suggestions on the Teaching of Self-Rule, by Miss Miller. Parents’ Review, 3, 1892/93, pgs. 594-599 

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR03p594SelfRule.shtml 

 

 

  

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR03p594SelfRule.shtml
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Chapter 5 — Heaven’s First Law 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“Right and wrong are concepts that our culture does not want to recognize…Many people refuse 

to acknowledge anyone’s right to tell them what they can do.”  

“When we teach children the laws and principles of the world—when we teach according to the 

laws and principles in our world—we are celebrating the order that is in the universe and 

shouldering our share of the work that belongs to it. We are doing what we ought to do.” (Karen 

Glass) 

“I am, I can, I ought, I will” (Charlotte Mason’s motto for students) 

In a previous chapter, we discussed the idea that those who ignore natural laws face the 

consequences (such as falling out of a tree because you do not respect the laws of gravity). In the 

same way, Charlotte Mason’s third principle states that “there is no escape from the sense of 

obligation we have to obey authority,” or, as Bob Dylan put it, we “gotta serve somebody.” But that 

principle, as KG notes, may be less about obedient children than it is about recognizing our own 

innate desire for order, and our obligation (or ought) to understand and submit to the natural laws 

ordering education. 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Understand on the connection between “authority and obedience” (or “order”) and the 

belief in an orderly universe governed by laws “and, by implication, a Lawgiver” with whom 

we have a relationship 

• Compare natural authority with moral authority 

• Reflect on the need for a “higher authority” over those who teach or raise children 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. “Order means something…[and] must have a cause.” Reflect on the building-blocks-on-the-

floor analogy. When you look at the world, do there seem to be patterns and laws behind 

things, or does it seem more random? Do you think people generally prefer order or 

disorder? Give examples. 

 

2. What is your immediate reaction to a chapter about “authority” and “obedience?” Power is a 

hot issue in our culture, and moral authority—a “higher law,” the existence of right and 

wrong—is often rejected on the grounds that those in authority (or who have been given 

authority, or have taken authority) have misused their power to control those who are 

weaker. Does it logically follow, then, that there is no moral authority? 
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3. KG says that the word “ought” implies the existence of a) an ordered world, b) a Lawgiver, 

and c) laws which we must obey. If this is true, how would it affect our view of people and 

relationships, moral decisions, educational principles?  

“To dream of liberty, in the sense of every man his own sole governor, is as futile as to dream of a 

world in which apples do not necessarily drop from the tree, but may fly off at a tangent in any 

direction.” (CM, Vol. 3, p. 10) 

4. As parents/teachers, “we may not order things to please ourselves without considering the 

moral laws of education and learning in both academics and child rearing.” Do you see that 

as a limitation or a gift; an unnecessary restriction, or a protection? What are some ways we 

can “celebrate the order that is in the universe” and the fact that “apples…[do not] fly off at 

a tangent in any direction?” 

“The law is a causeway [a raised road over low or wet ground] upon which, so long as he 

keeps to it, a citizen may walk safely.” (Robert Bolt, A Man for All Seasons)  

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Obedience, by M. MacEacharn. Parents’ Review, 14, no. 3, March 1903, pp. 201-206 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR14p201Obedience.shtml 

On the Value of Authority in Moral Education, by Charles D. Olive, M.A., Oxon. Parents’ Review, 8, 

no. 4, 1897, pp. 205-216 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR08p205ValueAuthority.shtml 

Motives of Moral Action, by Mr. C. Montefiore. Parents’ Review, 12, 1901, pp. 591-600 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p591MotivesofMoral.shtml 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR14p201Obedience.shtml
https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR08p205ValueAuthority.shtml
https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p591MotivesofMoral.shtml
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Chapter 6 — Due Respect 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

 “We want our children to choose to do the right things because they are right and because they 

care about doing what is right.”  (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Understand the limitations on the educational authority of parents/teachers, especially as 

defined by Charlotte Mason’s fourth principal  

• List ineffective and unacceptable motivators of behaviour and learning 

• Know the two strong, natural, non-encroaching motivators  

 

In Whatever Happened to Justice?, Richard Maybury says that “Do not encroach on other persons or 

their property” is one of the two foundations of common law. Encroachment means entering 

territory where we have no right to be, or taking something that does not belong to us; it is also used 

to refer to an attack on our rights or liberties. Although we as parents/teachers have been given 

authority over children (and should train them in obedience), Charlotte Mason’s fourth principle 

draws a line of respect over which we may not step.  

Discussion Questions 

1. As an adult, why do you do some of the things you do, e.g. throw litter in the trash vs. 

tossing it on the ground; buy something instead of stealing it; go to church on Sunday? 

What motivates those decisions? 

 

2. This chapter mentions artificial and/or immoral motivators that adults use on children, 

such as fear, love, personal influence, psychological tricks, stickers, pizza parties. Which 

of these are effective, but should be avoided as they are not respectful or loving? Which 

are merely ineffective? What are the two natural motivators that encourage “a healthy, 

robust learning environment in which children—persons made in the image of God—

can flourish?”  

 

3. As a personal experiment, think of two or three things you have a hard time getting 

motivated to do, or habits you would like to practice more consistently. List some 

positive and negative methods you might typically use to motivate yourself, such as “If I 

don’t do this…” or “When I reach this goal, I will treat myself to…” Then list reasons 

for doing those things based on the natural motivators. “I ought to do this because I 

know it is right.” Which do you think would be the most effective and be the most 

character-strengthening? (Adults need to take care of their characters too!) 
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4. What is something you would like to see your child(ren) do better or more consistently? 

Go through the same process of listing the possible ways to get them to do whatever it 

is; then cross off any that encroach or that seem ineffective (especially those you have 

already tried, such as nagging). Which ones are left? Is there something there that you 

can put into practice? If you’re still uncertain about how, the “discipline of habit” and the 

“way of the will” will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters. 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Motives, or Rewards and Punishments, by Dorothy Beale. Parents’ Review, 1 (1890/91), pg. 330 

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR01p330MotivesRewardsPunishments.shtml 
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Chapter 7 — A Spiritual Octopus 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“In these analogies, the fire requires wood to burn, and body requires food to live and grow; in 

education, the mind must be fueled or fed with its proper food.” 

“If we believe this, it will revolutionize our approach to education.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Philosophers, psychologists, and theologians have all argued that a change in attitude (or of heart), 

leading to action, must take place if real learning has occurred. Tools such as Bloom’s Taxonomy 

and studies of the cognitive vs. the affective domain are ubiquitous in education courses. Yet many 

of us still teach, or try to use materials designed to teach, by simply filling heads with information. 

Applying Charlotte Mason’s “organic” view of the mind requires a change in educational practices, 

but promises a better outcome. 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Compare different analogies for the human mind, and understand why Charlotte Mason 

chose the “lighting of a fire” and the “living organism” over the “bucket to be filled” and the 

“blank slate” images 

• Reflect on the importance of a “full and generous curriculum” when we view the mind in 

this way 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. Use the first paragraph of this chapter to review what has been discussed so far. You may 

want to use this activity in a group: Print out each of the key sentences from the paragraph, 

have people choose one (deliberately or at random). Are there any thoughts that these points 

bring out for you, or questions that you still have about them? 

 

2. How does the image of the octopus help us to understand the functioning of the mind? 

 

3. In the novel Eight Cousins, Dr. Alec sweeps aside both the restraints and the “vices” that his 

niece Rose has been given: tight-fitting clothes, morning coffee, etc. In exchange, he makes 

her take cold baths, eat porridge, and go out and play. Rose complains at first, but gradually 

learns to trust her uncle’s principles of physical health, especially when her insomnia and 

chronic headaches disappear.  

“‘Ah, ha! Now we’ll see what mischief these blessed women have been at.’ 
And, making a long arm, Dr. Alec set the bottles on the wide railing 
before him, examined each carefully, smiled over some, frowned over 

others, and said, as he put down the last: ‘Now I’ll show you the best 
way to take these messes.’ And, as quick as a flash, he sent one after 
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another smashing down into the posy-beds below.” (Louisa May Alcott, Eight Cousins) 
 

“With this principle, Miss Mason is sweeping [the old “teaching” materials] aside without a 

moment’s regret in favour of the thing that will truly nourish the mind of a learner and make 

a difference in his life…” If Charlotte Mason were to clean out your educational cupboard, 

what would you most resist giving up? 
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Chapter 8 — Know Thyself 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“When we choose to serve something outside ourselves because we have learned to love that idea or 

person more than ourselves, we are using our wills—we are acting like persons.” (Karen Glass) 

“…it is the persons of constant will, which implies impersonal aims, who are the world’s great 

possession, and are discerned to be such.” (CM, Vol. 4 Book II, p. 132) 

 

The Iowa City Schools website has hosted, for many years, a useful picture-story called “Dewey and 

the Alien.” In the story, librarian Melvil Dewey encounters a visitor from outer space, and the two 

of them begin to ask questions about each other and their worlds: Who are you? Where did you 

come from? What do your people do? Each question corresponds to a category of the Dewey 

Decimal System.  

In this chapter of In Vital Harmony, Karen Glass focuses on the first question: Who are we? And 

how do we find out who we are? 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Examine the overlapping area between Education is the science of relations and Children are born 

persons 

• Understand the significance of CM principles 16 through 19 in the area of “moral and 

intellectual self-management” 

• Understand the concepts of the “way of the reason” and the “way of the will” 

• Recognize some of the defenses we have against logical conclusions which are either 

immoral or founded on false premises 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. “Being able to rule yourself is the mark of a mature person.” An online search will locate 

both serious “Marks of Maturity” and humorous lists of “Ways to Know You’re a Grown-

Up.” Look up one or more of these, and decide how you rate. Or just discuss the topic: what 

would make you say, “That’s so immature?” What makes you suddenly notice that your 

teenagers are growing up? 

 

2. “You are a person and can choose, and if you are wise, you will use your will to act for the 

sake of something you care about. That’s why the full development of our proper relations 

in all spheres is so vital.” If those relations have not been properly developed, what might 

happen? 
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3. Consider the title that Charlotte Mason gave to her fourth volume: Ourselves. Why is this 

significant? 

 

4. “A parent’s assistance to support a child’s will gives him a chance to do as much as he can 

on his own.” How can we help our children to succeed and grow in this area, rather than 

blaming or punishing them for being unable to “command themselves fully?” Examples 

might include bedtime routines; dealing with a difficult school subject; learning to sit quietly 

in church; or toddlers learning to play with others. (The next chapter will discuss the 

importance of habit formation for young children.) 

 

5. What is the “way of the reason,” and why should it be subject to other considerations such 

as moral authority and knowledge of truth (such as where the ideas originated)? How can a 

“wide and generous education” assist in this? (This question will be examined in more detail 

in the second half of the book.) 

“Did ever anyone hear the like!” ejaculated Marilla, who had listened in dumb amazement. 

“Anne Shirley, do you mean to tell me you believe all that wicked nonsense of your own 

imagination?” 

“Not believe exactly,” faltered Anne. “At least, I don’t believe it in daylight. But after dark, 

Marilla, it’s different. That is when ghosts walk.” 

“There are no such things as ghosts, Anne.” 

“Oh, but there are, Marilla,” cried Anne eagerly. “I know people who have seen them. And 

they are respectable people. Charlie Sloane says that his grandmother saw his grandfather driving 

home the cows one night after he’d been buried for a year. You know Charlie Sloane’s 

grandmother wouldn’t tell a story for anything. She’s a very religious woman.” 

(L.M. Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables) 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Character and the Will, Part I, by A. T. Schofield, M.D. Parents Review, 12 (January 1901), pgs. 1-6 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p001CharacterWill.shtml 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p001CharacterWill.shtml
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Chapter 9 — How Shall We Then Teach 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“If we try to simply pick up the suggestions Charlotte Mason made for how to conduct 

education without appreciating their relationship to the central principles, we run the risk of 

allowing the methods to degenerate into a mechanical system.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Recognize Charlotte Mason’s “Three Instruments of Education,” and understand how they 

both limit and empower us as  

• Examine the practical application of Education is an atmosphere, a discipline, a life, and the 

discipline of habit 

• Understand and apply the three keys to habit formation 

 

Useful Vocabulary 

Scruple: a moral or ethical consideration (idea) or standard of behaviour that restrains or inhibits us 

from acting in a certain way. It comes from  a Latin word, scripulum, referring to pebbles that were 

used as weights of measure. You can see a connection there: scruples are something that hold us 

back or weigh us down, like the weights that hold down a balloon until it is ready to launch, or the 

gravity that was lacking for George MacDonald’s The Light Princess. Our scruples are a force that 

“steadies” us. 

Scrupulosity: scrupulousness is the condition of having scruples, but scrupulosity is closer to 

obsessive-compulsive anxiety: over-concern about having committed a small error, like the story CM 

quotes in Ourselves about an employee who was obsessed with his “sin” of having taken warehouse 

string for his own use, even though his employer had told him that he was allowed to do so. 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. If you are already familiar with the concepts of atmosphere-discipline-life, which of the three do 

you find the easiest to implement in your home or your teaching? Which one(s) do you have 

the most trouble understanding or applying? 

 

2. How might teachers or parents misunderstand their responsibility to create atmosphere? What 

creates a true atmosphere of learning? If you have access to Susan Schaeffer Macaulay’s 

book For the Children’s Sake, you might want to look at her description of classrooms on page 

38, and also her section on atmosphere (pages 69-75). 
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3. Charlotte Mason (in Vol. 6, p. 101) blames “the nervous scrupulosity, hesitation, indecision 

of our day” on the fact that “life was not duly eased for us in the first place by those whose 

business it was to lay down lines of habit upon which our behaviour might run easily.” (Note 

that she wrote this around the time of WWI or shortly afterwards, not during the perhaps 

more settled moral atmosphere of the Victorian/Edwardian era.) What do you think she 

means by “nervous scrupulosity?” Is this also a valid description of our own time? For 

personal reflection: Was your own early life “duly eased” by laying down lines of habit, or 

do you identify more with indecision and overthinking? 

 

4. When we talk about habit formation in young children, we often concentrate on physical or 

perhaps moral habits. (Brush your teeth; share your toys; don’t run into the road; don’t tell 

lies.)  Which mental or intellectual habits should also be established early, and how have you 

approached them? 

 

5. The three keys to habit formation are beginning with the inspiring idea (we might say 

motivation); acquiring or changing only one habit at a time; and establishing the habit by 

insisting on perfect consistency. The problem of making and breaking New Year’s 

resolutions is familiar to most of us! If you have tried to change one of your own habits but 

have not been successful, were one or more of these keys missing? How might you change 

your approach next time? Is there something here that could help your family life or your 

homeschooling function more smoothly? 

 

6. In the area of Education is a life, we hear about the importance of books that “arrest [a child’s] 

attention, hold his interest, and inspire him to care.” However, this can be misunderstood or 

misapplied, for instance when people ask for “a story to teach my child to obey.” We do not 

“dose” children with books as we would a medicine for particular ills, or measure them 

afterwards with Mary Poppins’ magic tape to see if they show signs of growth. “True 

education requires the work of the individual, and it is only the ideas that a person perceives 

and accepts for himself that have an effect on his character” (KG). How does this both 

reflect the essential principles and support the idea that book-learning should be 

“unadulterated and natural?” 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Early Bible Lessons, by Miss L. M. Gore. Parents Review, 12 (1901), pp. 509-515 

“Most lessons are given with a desire to impart knowledge, and this, not merely because it is wise 

and prudent to furnish a child with a store of facts which may be useful to him when he comes to 

take his part in the world, but because knowledge in itself is education, and the various subjects to 

be studied have their effect, not only on the intellect, but on character.” 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p509EarlyBibleLessons.shtml 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR12p509EarlyBibleLessons.shtml
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Chapter 10 — Bathing in the Jordan 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

 “The ordered universe—the cosmos—in which a person lives is whole and harmonious, and 

everything from language to math to nature study echoes and resounds the same profound truths.”  

“We cannot offer knowledge by grudging teaspoonfuls. The dishes must be heaped up with 

plenty…” (Karen Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Consider the “practical principles” (13 to 15) which were added to the original list, including 

the three points Charlotte Mason considered necessary in a school syllabus 

• Use (or use more effectively) specific teaching methods such as narration and the single 

reading 

 

Useful Vocabulary 

Generous: While the common meaning of “generous” is to be willing to share, or giving more than 

the normal portion, it is interesting to note that it comes from a Latin word referring to noble birth, 

with implications of nobleness, magnanimity, and graciousness. In the vocabulary of wine, 

“generous” means full-flavoured and strong.  

There are many Bible verses about abundance and generosity, but the most fitting seem to be Luke 

6:38: “Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and 

running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall 

be measured to you again”; and Luke 6:45: “A good man out of the good treasure of his heart 

bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth 

that which is evil: for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh.” 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. What is the significance of “bathing in the Jordan?” Do people still view Charlotte Mason’s 

teaching methods as too simple (simplistic?) to work, or is the problem now the reverse? 

 

2. How does oral and written narration both respect the personhood of a child and allow 

him/her to form relationships? Do you ever narrate something you have read for yourself?  

 

3. For those already using narration: What do you do to encourage more detail or accuracy, 

while still allowing them to make the narrations their own? How do you handle oral 

narration when you have several children working at different levels? When do you tend to 
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get the best/worst narrations from your students? What results have you seen in students 

who have been trained to narrate? (For further study: Know and Tell: The Art of Narration, by 

Karen Glass) 

 

4. The concept of a single reading is less well known (or perhaps less practised) than that of 

narration. Why did Charlotte Mason feel it was important enough to include in the list of 

principles? How do you make sure that happens if the student is reading to himself? 

 

5. Jordan and Jess are the homeschooling parents of Sam, age 10, and Chris, age 7. They also 

have  a two-year-old. Until recently, the family used a curriculum based mainly on textbooks 

and workbooks. Jordan has heard about Charlotte Mason’s philosophy of education and 

wants them to implement some of her practices, especially in the areas of habit formation 

(the house is very messy) and spending more time out of doors. Jess is not so sure that this is 

a good idea, especially if it means there is less of a “paper trail” in subjects such as language 

arts; and she does not like snakes and bugs.  List as many ways as you can think of that this 

family might find their lives improved by Charlotte Mason’s principles. (Don’t overthink it: 

this is meant to be a quick activity.) You can work by yourself and then share your thoughts 

with a partner; or brainstorm in a group. 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

We Narrate and Then We Know, by E.K. Manders. C.M.T. Parents Review, 2, no. 4, new series, 

PNEU, July 1967, pp. 170-172 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PRx02p170WeNarrateKnow.shtml 

Some Thoughts on Narration, by Helen E. Wix (C.M.C.) Parents’ Review, 68, no. 2, February 1957, 

pp. 61-63 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR68p061ThoughtsonNarration.shtml 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PRx02p170WeNarrateKnow.shtml
https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR68p061ThoughtsonNarration.shtml
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Chapter 11 — Daily Bread: Knowledge of God 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“Education is no more than applied philosophy---our effort to train children according to the 

wisdom that is in us; and not according to the last novelty in educational ideas.” (Charlotte 

Mason, Vol. 3, p. 118) 

“…to a child full of awe and wonder, most questions are inane.” (Karen Glass) 

 

Many people asking “how to do Charlotte Mason” want to see specific books or curriculum. The 

next three chapters do cover curriculum, but in the context of the principles that have already been 

discussed. How does the teaching of history relate to Children are born persons? How can we teach 

mathematics while remembering that Education is the science of relations? Further, there is a key 

thought—what Charlotte Mason called a “captain” or “life-giving” idea—at the heart of each 

subject; and those, if understood properly, will rule out many resources, and help us make the best 

use of those that remain. This chapter begins that process with suggestions for Bible teaching. 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Discuss the classical understanding of education as a search for truth and wisdom 

• Correlate Charlotte Mason’s three subject divisions with their corresponding areas of 

philosophy 

• Understand why and how Charlotte Mason used the Bible in the context of school lessons 

Useful Vocabulary 

Metaphysics: the study of existence, and the nature of things that exist. The word comes from the 

title of a book by Aristotle, about “first causes” or things that simply “are.” Metaphysics asks 

questions about concepts such as being and knowing, time and space. 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. The first subheading of the chapter is Education is the Pursuit of Wisdom and Virtue. 

Consider the significance of the title of Charlotte Mason’s final volume, Philosophy of 

Education  (also called Towards a Philosophy of Education). Why was it more appropriate than, for 

instance, something like Charlotte Mason’s Curriculum Catalogue? 

 

2. Read the quotation from Parents and Children under the subheading Key Ideas Initiate Each 

Area of Study. KG interprets this to mean, “Each area of the curriculum has ideas to offer a 

child that will enlarge his soul and invite him to care about some particular things,” that will 

inspire both “thinking and acting” (emphasis mine). She gives two examples: learning about 
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bees and butterflies may interest the student in insects, but may also inspire ideas about 

responsibility towards small creatures. Reading about Benjamin Franklin helps us learn about 

topics such as inventions and life in the eighteenth century, but we may also be inspired by 

his character. Choose one curriculum area, or a topic within that area such as those already 

mentioned, and think of ways that such a subject might speak to a child’s soul. If you are 

doing this in a group, it would be interesting for everyone to take the same subject and then 

to compare ideas. Another idea is to write out possible topics on slips of paper, and have 

people choose one at random. 

 

3. In the last sentence of the previously-mentioned paragraph, KG gives a warning to 

educators who go too far in dissecting (and therefore limiting) the potential value of lessons. 

If you have access to Macaulay’s For the Children’s Sake, look at page 17, where the author 

imagines herself responding to a child’s question about the “truth” of a Bible story by saying, 

“Don’t bring up your ideas about truth right now. Today we are supposed to think about 

families.” (On a personal note: at the time I first read that passage, I was teaching a children’s 

class with a curriculum that used that story in exactly that way! Definitely an eye-opening 

moment.)  

 

4. In the paragraphs just before and just after the subheading The Bible is the Primary Text, 

KG explains the objectives of Bible study in the context of school lessons. She restates this 

near the end of the chapter: “[Charlotte Mason] wanted her students to perceive the way that 

God works in men’s lives in the Old Testament, and she wanted them to develop a personal 

appreciation and love for Christ by reading the New Testament.” How does the suggested 

method of study suit the object? How does the use of narration encourage a relational 

approach? 

 

5. Recall our story of Jordan and Jess. How might they incorporate some of these ideas into 

both homeschooling and family life? 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Hints on Religious Training of Children. by K. C. B. Parents’ Review, 13 (1902), pp. 128-132 

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR13p128HintsReligiousTraining.shtml 

 

 

 

  

https://amblesideonline.org/PR/PR13p128HintsReligiousTraining.shtml
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Chapter 12 — Daily Bread: Knowledge of Man 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

 “Kings and enemies, tales of bravery and heroism, or tales of honor and sacrifice have an appeal 

that political agendas and strategic alliances simply never will.”  

“It is through stories that children learn to love the virtues of truth, justice, perseverance, and 

service.” (Karen Glass) 

“The present becomes enriched for us with the wealth of all that has gone before” (CM, Vol. 6, 

p. 178) 

 

The next two chapters are full of possibilities for further study. We could spend weeks discussing 

the teaching of history, or music, or nature study, and the why and how of keeping notebooks and 

evaluating term examinations. However, as KG said in the previous chapter, describing each subject 

in detail is not the purpose of this book. Rather, we are examining the possibilities for “wisdom and 

the virtue it inspires” within those subjects; for the ways that they can be taught to “spiritual beings 

with capable minds,” and the ways that they allow students to “develop or perceive [relationships] 

for themselves.”  

This chapter examines those subjects which best illuminate “who man is and what his duties are.” (It 

goes without saying that “man” is used here in a neutral, “human” sense of the word. It is perfectly 

fine to discuss this topic using words such as “people.”) 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Recognize the school subjects called Knowledge of Man, understand why they fall into that 

category, and know how they can be taught in harmony with Charlotte Mason’s principles 

• Recognize the essential role of imagination in education 

Useful Vocabulary 

Literature: Used particularly to describe imaginative written works, such as (but not limited to) 

stories and poetry. It is interesting to note that in the early days of P.N.E.U. term programmes (that 

is, the schoolwork set for Charlotte Mason’s students), “Literature” fell under the heading of 

“History.” 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. How can we teach history in an orderly but interesting way to children who are still 

developing their understanding of time? 

 

2. Why do children need to believe in heroes? 
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3. The words imaginative and imagination are very important in this discussion, and carry 

several layers of meaning. KG describes the “moral imagination…the flavour of heroism, 

victory, sacrifice, redemption…a picture of the way the world operates and what is possible 

for them in that world.” This leads to a quote from Charlotte Mason: “…for it is only as we 

have it in us to let a person or a cause fill the whole stage of the mind, to the exclusion of 

self occupation, that we are capable of large hearted action on behalf of that person or 

cause” (CM, Vol. 1, pp. 152-153) Why is imagination not only useful but essential in 

education? 

 

4. Choose one of the subjects discussed here and describe how it looks in your classroom or 

family. Is there anything you would like to do differently?  

 

5. Have you ever used the windup activity “Head-Heart-Feet?” By yourself, with a partner, or 

in a group, respond to these questions: After reading and discussing this chapter, what is one 

thing you’re thinking? What is one thing you’re feeling? What is one new thing you’re excited 

about doing or implementing? 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

The Imagination in Childhood, by Charlotte Mason. Parents’ Review, 27, no. 3, March 1916, pp. 202-

207 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR27p202ImaginationinChildhood.shtml 

Knowledge of Man, by Jean C. Cochrane, M.A., Principal, the P.N.E.U. School. Parents’ Review, 75, 

no. 10, 1964, pp. 249-254 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR75p249KnowledgeofMan.shtml 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR27p202ImaginationinChildhood.shtml
https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR75p249KnowledgeofMan.shtml
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Chapter 13 — Daily Bread: Knowledge of the Universe 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“Where science does not teach a child to wonder and admire it has perhaps no educative value.” 

(CM, Vol. 6, p. 224) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Recognize the subjects called Knowledge of the Universe, understand why they fall into that 

category, and know how they can be taught in harmony with Charlotte Mason’s principles 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. How is early nature study more important than it first appears? 

 

2. What is one way that your own science or mathematics education did or did not reflect the 

lists Things to Remember about Teaching Science and Mathematics? If you had a 

negative experience or never developed a relationship with those subjects, have you been 

able to overcome that? How have you included Charlotte Mason’s principles into your 

science and math teaching? 

 

3. How do subjects such as Physical Education and Handicrafts reflect the motto “I am, I can, 

I ought, I will?” 

 

4. Return once more to the story of Jordan, Jess, and their children. They are planning next 

year’s school budget, and have decided that they can spend up to $100 on the subjects 

included in this area. (Feel free to change the amount or the currency as needed.) Help them 

spend the money wisely! (You can use whatever catalogues or websites you choose, 

including free resources such as the public library.) 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

The Study of Natural History as an Educational Discipline, by J. Arthur Thomson. Parents’ Review, 7, 

no. 5, 1896, pp. 332-339 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR07p332NaturalHistory.shtml 

Elementary Science-Teaching, by Mary Everest Boole. Parents’ Review, 9,  1898, pgs. 597 ff. 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR09p597Science.shtml  

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR07p332NaturalHistory.shtml
https://www.amblesideonline.org/PR/PR09p597Science.shtml
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Chapter 14 — In a Nutshell 

∞∞∞∞∞ 

“Remember that the principles you know, understand, and embrace as you own will guide your 

actions the way your knowledge that ‘water flows’ or ‘gravity pulls’ governs your behavior.”  

“Our task as educators is to encourage children to blossom in virtue and character…” (Karen 

Glass) 

 

Learning Outcomes 

By the end of this chapter you should be able to 

• Examine Principle 19 in light of previous chapters 

• Understand the close connection of the will with the injunction to “Know thyself” 

• Reflect on what has been learned through the reading of In Vital Harmony 

 

Discussion Questions 

1. How do you get flowers to blossom, or vegetables to grow to their full potential? What 

are some things to avoid doing? How does this relate to previous discussions of natural 

and educational laws? 

 

2. Draw two intersecting circles on a piece of paper, one for Children are born persons and the 

other for Education is the science of relations. Fill in each circle with a description of each. 

(Take your time on this exercise!)  

 

3. How does the central area, Know thyself, reflect both of those principles as well as the 

need for us to use both will and reason? You may find it more helpful to use the expanded 

version (Child, know thyself, and thy relations to God and man and nature). 

 

4. “We know that the Will acts upon ideas; that ideas are presented to the mind in many 

ways––by books, talk, spiritual influences; that, to let ourselves be moved by a mere 

suggestion is an act of allowance and not of will; that an act of will is not the act of a 

single power of Mansoul, but an impulse that gathers force from Reason, Conscience, 

Affection; that, having come to a head by degrees, its operations also are regular and 

successive, going through the stages of intention, purpose, resolution; and that, when we 

are called upon for acts of will about small matters, such as going here or there, buying 

this or that, we simply fall back upon the principles or the opinions which Will has 

slowly accumulated for our guidance” (Charlotte Mason, Vol. 4 Book II, Part II, p. 165) 

How can an “educated conscience” make the will (strangely enough) almost an 

unconscious part of our lives? How can we begin the education of our children with a 

view to this lifelong goal? 
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5. Why must this work, or “helping [children] develop a virtuous life,” not be confused 

with the work of salvation from sin? 

 

6. Karen Glass has developed a more complete graphic to illustrate the concepts of In Vital 

Harmony. How are the leaves and the roots attached to the large blossoms? What do they 

represent? What else do you notice about the illustration? 

 

7. Recall this quote from an earlier study: “Whose we are and Whom we serve. Here we 

have at once the motive and the safeguard of parents…[He] who wilfully ignores the 

laws which regulate activity and development in every part of our being, is like him who 

puts to sea without rudder or compass, trusting to the winds of heaven to carry him 

where he would go. Whose we are—let us make the most and best of our 

children; Whom we serve—in order that their service may be of the worthiest.” 

(Charlotte Mason in The Parents’ Review) 

 

A) Can you rewrite the sentence beginning “[He] who wilfully ignores…” to change it 

into a positive statement? 

 

B) Has this study given you better use of an educational rudder and compass? 

 

Suggested extra reading:   

Charlotte Mason, Ourselves Book II, Part II The Will, Chapter X: A Way of the Will 

https://www.amblesideonline.org/CM/vol4complete.html#II165  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.amblesideonline.org/CM/vol4complete.html#II165
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Educational Principles of Charlotte Mason 

(adapted by Karen Glass) 

 

1. Children are born persons. 

2. They are not born either good or bad, but with possibilities for good and for evil. 

3. The principles of authority on the one hand, and of obedience on the other, are 

natural, necessary and fundamental. 

4. These principles are limited by the respect due to the personality of children, which 

must not be encroached upon. 

5. Therefore, we are limited to three educational instruments—the atmosphere of 

environment, the discipline of habit, and the presentation of living idea. 

6. When we say that “education is an atmosphere,” we do not mean that a child should be 

isolated in what may be called a “child-environment” but that we should take into 

account the educational value of his natural home atmosphere. 

7. By “education is a discipline,” we mean the discipline of habits, formed definitely and 

thoughtfully, whether habits of mind or body. 

8. In saying that “education is a life,” the need of intellectual and moral as well as of 

physical sustenance is implied. The mind feeds on ideas. 

9. We hold that the child’s mind is no mere sac to hold ideas; but is rather, if the figure 

may be allowed, a spiritual organism, with an appetite for all knowledge. 

10. Such a doctrine as e.g. the Herbartian, that the mind is a receptacle, lays the stress of 

education (the preparation of knowledge in enticing morsels duly ordered) upon the 

teacher. 

11. But we, believing that the normal child has powers of mind which fit him to deal 

with all knowledge proper to him, give him a full and generous curriculum. 

12. Education is the Science of Relations; that is, that a child has natural relations 

with a vast number of things and thoughts. 

13. In devising a SYLLABUS for a normal child, of whatever social class, three points 

must be considered: (a) He requires much knowledge. (b) The knowledge should be 

various. (c) Knowledge should be communicated in well-chosen language. 

14. As knowledge is not assimilated until it is reproduced, children should “tell back” 

after a single reading or hearing: or should write on some part of what they have 

read. 

15. A single reading is insisted on, because children have naturally great power of attention; 

but this force is dissipated by the re-reading of passages, and also, by questioning, 

summarising, and the like. 

16. There are two guides to moral and intellectual self-management to offer to children, 

which we may call “the Way of the will” and “the Way of the reason.” 

17. The Way of the will: Children should be taught to distinguish between “I want” and “I 

will.” 

18. The way of reason: We teach children not to “lean (too confidently) to their own 

understanding.” 
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19. Children should be taught that the chief responsibility which rests on them as persons 

is the acceptance or rejection of ideas. To help them in this choice we give them 

principles of conduct, and a wide range of the knowledge fitted to them. 

20. We allow no separation to grow up between the intellectual and “spiritual” life of 

children. 

 

 

 

 

 


